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"(43) Palestinian-Syrian Victims in September 2016 

while (30) Victims in the Same Month in 2015" 

 

 
 

 

 A stray bullet killed a Palestinian-Syrian in Lebanon. 

 "Don't let the camp down" a solidarity campaign with Kkan Al-Sheih 

denying military operations there. 

 Explosive barrels target parts of Khan Al-Sheih and regime's army closes all 

the camp outlets'. 

 The loss of a Palestinian elderly in Jarmana in Damascus countryside. 
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Statistics 

AGPS documentation and observation team documented the death of (43) 

victims in September 2016 while (30) victims were killed in the same 

month of 2015 during the ongoing war. According to their places of 

death, they were distributed as the following: 

(19) were killed in Damascus 

countryside, (8) refugees in Dier ez-

Zor, (5) in Damascus, (3) in Daraa, 

(2) in Aleppo, (1) in Latakia, (1) in 

Quneirta and (9) in different places. 

It also confirmed that the (30) 

victims who were killed in September 

2015 were distributed according to 

their places of death as the 

following: (5) were killed in 

Damascus, (11) in Damascus 

countryside, (2) in Daraa, (1) in Lebanese Saida, (1) Aleppo, (1) in Edlib, 

(1) in Homs and (8) in different places. 

 

Victims 

"Ahmad Waleed Mahthya" a Palestinian-Syrian young man from Khan 

Danun was killed accidently by a stray bullet during his work in Beirut.  
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Recent Updates  

Some Palestinian activists have launched " Don't let the camp down" 

campaign by tweeting through the hashtag #Dont_let_the_camp_down 

and #Russia_kills_Palestinians in solidary with Khan Al-Sheih denying 

the military operations which target the camp.  They stated in a Press 

release that this campaign is a result of the carelessness of UNRWA, PLO 

and Palestinian parties about the Syrian regime and its Russian affiliates' 

crimes like, bombings and forced displacement of people in the camp. 

The main aim of those crimes is to apply Zionist's agendas by destroying 

Palestinian camps in Syria and forgetting about the right of return. 

They also highlighted that the camp is a civilian one without any 

existence to military force. The campaign aims to stop the Syrian-Russian 

bombardments and to provide 12000 including 3000 children with 

medical aids and foodstuffs. 

In the same context, artillery and aerial bombardment targeted the 

middle of the camp, western lane and the surrounding farms. Moreover, 

helicopters dropped explosive barrels on the farms and neighboring 

towns causing serious material damages. 
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Regime forces closed all the outlets which join the camp with Damascus 

amid arousing fears from the aggravation of healthy and food crisis 

inside the besieged camp.  

 

Residents of Khan Al-sheih demanded all the Palestinian official parties, 

international organizations,  human rights organizations and UNRWA to 

convince Syrian forces to stop targeting the camp. It contains 12000 

civilians without any military existence and considered as a rallying point 

to thousands of Palestinian and Syrian displaced families. 

Moving to Damascus countryside, "Khaldya Saleh Sulaiman" a 

Palestinian elderly was lost on 28 September during her way from 

Jarmana to Bab Musalla in Damascus and there isn't any news about her 

till this moment. 

AGPS documented statistics refer that the number of lost Palestinians 

refugees have reached (288) person since the beginning of ongoing 

struggle in Syria. 

 

Palestinians of Syria; Numbers and Statistics until 5/10/2016 

 (15500) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Jordan. 

 (42,500) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Lebanon. 

 (6000) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Egypt, according to the 

UNRWA statistics till July 2015. 

 (8000) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Turkey. 
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 (1000) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Gaza. 

 More than (79,000) Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached 

Europe till mid-2016. 

 Yarmouk Camp: siege, imposed by the Regime's Army and PFGC 

groups, continued for (1205) consecutive days. Power cut continued 

for more than (1266) days. water was cut for (756) days 

respectively. The number of siege victims is (187). 

 Sabina Camp:  Regime's Army is still forbidding the residents of the 

camp to return back to their houses for (1058) days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - All Residents have left the camp for about (1250) 

days after the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Daraa Camp: - It is now almost (908) days without water and 

almost 70% of its buildings were totally destroyed. 

 Jarmana, AL Sayeda -Zeinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs 

and Hama: A relatively quiet situation in light of the economic 

crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Sheih road. 


